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Cost-effective way towards Unified strategy
Business models are fast changing with competitive strategies built towards better customer experience. 
Business models whether traditional legacy businesses or start-ups all have to align themselves with right IT 
strategy which is fast in response to changing needs, addresses modern business issues and ready to serve 
‘Always On’ customers.

According to Deloitte CIO survey 2014 , most CIOs are have 
limited budgets and can’t shoot from the hip on risky invest-
ments. CIOs have set top IT priorities for next 12-18 months 
as support new business needs and driving digital strategy 
and reduced costs.

Report presents the fact that CIOs are drifting themselves 
away from taking riskier decisions because of IT budget 
constraints, which generates requirement of having solu-
tions which are cost-effective yet are aligned to their busi-
ness needs.

However, CIOs require IT performance monitoring platforms 
which can enable them align IT business requirements, 
present them right analytics and should not be dependent 
too much on high cost & high-skilled talent to manage these 
systems.

Source: The Deloitte CIO Survey 2014, CIOs: At the Tech-junction
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Platform Acquisition Costs
License Costs, Infrastructure costs, Implementation Costs, 

Training, Human Resource

Platform Operational Costs
Support License Costs, Time for Configuration, Time for Upgrades, 

Customization Costs

+

Define right parameters to weigh your options
Every large IT organization has acquired one or more monitoring tools, where the decision of buying had 
always been driven by demands occurring at different points in time. The products acquired were either 
not having unified approach or need high-skilled resources which in turn lead to increase in operational 
costs.

The organization that is ready to take challenge to align IT to business need to acquire right monitoring 
platforms which are presenting right scenario of their IT infrastructure. The monitoring platforms should be 
evaluated on multitude parameters.

Organizations should understand the direct costs of acquiring the platform, which will impact CAPEX IT 
investments. Organizations also need to evaluate the costs associated with products once they are 
acquired, cost to operate the product, support & upgrade costs and time take to implement customized 
requirements.

This whitepaper presents business scenario for organization 
   • How unified IT monitoring platform evaluated, 
   • How MindArray offers cost-effective comprehensive solution and 
   • How organizations can realize ROI for MindArray?

This whitepaper will enable organizations to understand relative impact of acquiring monitoring solution 

TCO: IT Infrastructure Monitoring Platform
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Setting up right TCO model & comparison
  A. Platform Acquisition Costs

Platform acquisition costs involves the direct costs of licensing fees of monitoring tool, infrastructure 
required to implement the platform, time & resources required to implement the platform, human 
resources with required skill set and time required to train administrators and end-users.

Here we present relative costs for large organizations; with more than 10,000 monitors across distributed 
locations;

Purchase & Deployment Scenario

The high-investment products are built 
over a period of time and have grown 
themselves. While, MindArray Minder has 
been designed with ground-up approach 
and developed to address today’s hybrid IT 
infrastructure needs. Minder offers a truly 
unified comprehensive solution for all 
monitoring & analytics needs to scale to 
any large IT infrastructure. This enables 
organizations to channelize their time & 
money towards business growth, rather 
than focusing their energy on coordination 
& acquisitions.

Network & server 
monitor NCM BSM & SLA

Application, DB & 
virtulization 
monitoring

Log (SIEM) 
Monitiring & 
Compliance

Asset & Ticketing

Multiple High-Investment Products

Mindarray Minder
Comprehensive Unified Monitoring Solution

Cost Benefit Scenario 

Organizations with heterogeneous and multiple location 
deployments should consider not only the direct costs of 
investments, rather they should also analyse the time to 
implement the product and human resource skill set 
required.

As per our research, high-investment products licensing fees 
costs 300% times higher to acquire the product as compared 
to MindArray Minder, unified IT infrastructure platform.

The organizations should also consider the cost of hardware 
required to deploy the product, which is huge compared to 
low foot print MindArray Minder product. 

Licensing Fees

Hardware 
Deployed

Human 
Resource

Time to 
Implement

300% less

300% less

20% less

4 times  less
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The human resource required to implement any high-investment product needs to have product certifica-
tion, which indicates the complexity involved in handling the product. This increases average salary of 
certified employee to 20% more. As the scenario is compared to MindArray Minder, the product is easy to 
use, interactive & wizard based configuration allows any medium skilled sysadmin to handle the product 
and learn in very short duration.

Overall time period to deploy multiple high-investment products; includes deployment, configurations, 
training, pre-production tests for integration across products and required reports alignment. With Mindar-
ray Minder’s 700+ out-of-the-box reports & wizard based approach it takes less than 30mins to deploy the 
product and get ready with vital signs of IT infrastructure. 

  B. Platform Operation Costs

Organizations evaluating the product need to look at their costs beyond year of purchase. OPEX will eat up 
their yearly budget, with high cost of maintenance. Cost of maintenance includes not only the direct cost of 
support fees, but also the time required to maintain the system for upgrades, human resources required to 
operate and manage the platform add up to the actual costs of ownership.

As above chart depicts, there is huge difference between the resource cost involved in operating and main-
taining high-investment products v/s MindArray Minder because of unified highly correlated product. 
Highly integrated BSM & SLA modules Organizations should look at the overall increase in costs because of 
time taken for each important activity by costly sysadmins. Organizations should not forget the opportunity 
costs involved because of busy sysadmins, who are using high-investment products v/s less costly & invest-
ing lesser time sysadmins who are using MindArray Minder. If we compare direct OPEX (support license), 
MindArray is 300% cheaper as compared to high-investment products.
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Building the right strategy needs right building blocks to make difference seen across the board. System 
administrators, IT managers & CIOs should consider overall TCO for acquiring any monitoring solution. The 
whitepaper explains comparative scenarios and it can be concluded that MindArray Minder scores high 
with cost-effective solution, which is comprehensive, unified and easy to use as compared to other 
products.

It is important for organizations to look at the way the monitoring platform behaves with across the layers; 
network, server, applications, VMs and across physical locations. By providing end-to-end view of infra-
structure, administrators can work more efficiently; IT managers can view the issues in brighter light with 
availability of complete information of IT infrastructure and CIOs can align IT strategy for their infrastruc-
ture with complete BSM and SLA monitoring across business services. Responding to downtimes faster and 
aligning infrastructure components as per business requirement helps organizations increase efficiency, 
take proactive measures and reduce revenue losses.

MindArray Minder offers single dashboard view for complete IT infrastructure, aligns to business strategy 
with enhanced BSM & SLA monitoring features using key KPI monitoring features. It’s cost-effective with its 
licensing fees, support fees, low foot print hardware requirement and helps organizations save operational 
costs with quick RCA, ease of use, faster operations with all in one solution and in-turn leading to much 
lower TCO. 

Conclusion


